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Abstract—This work addresses the problem of learning sparse
representations of tensor data using structured dictionary learn-
ing. It proposes learning a mixture of separable dictionaries to
better capture the structure of tensor data by generalizing the
separable dictionary learning model. Two different approaches
for learning mixture of separable dictionaries are explored and
sufficient conditions for local identifiability of the underlying
dictionary are derived in each case. Moreover, computational
algorithms are developed to solve the problem of learning mixture
of separable dictionaries in both batch and online settings.
Numerical experiments are used to show the usefulness of the
proposed model and the efficacy of the developed algorithms.
Index Terms—Dictionary learning, Kronecker structure, sam-
ple complexity, separation rank, tensor rearrangement.
I. INTRODUCTION
Many data processing tasks such as feature extraction, data
compression, classification, signal denoising, image inpaint-
ing, and audio source separation make use of data-driven
sparse representations of data [2]–[4]. In many applications,
these tasks are performed on data samples that are naturally
structured as multiway arrays, also known as multidimensional
arrays or tensors. Instances of multidimensional or tensor data
include videos, hyperspectral images, tomographic images,
and multiple-antenna wireless channels. Despite the ubiquity
of tensor data in many applications, traditional data-driven
sparse representation approaches disregard their multidimen-
sional structure. This can result in sparsifying models with
a large number of parameters. On the other hand, with the
increasing availability of large data sets, it is crucial to keep
sparsifying models reasonably small to ensure their scalable
learning and efficient storage within devices such as smart-
phones and drones.
Our focus in this paper is on learning of “compact” models
that yield sparse representations of tensor data. To this end, we
study dictionary learning (DL) for tensor data. The goal in DL,
which is an effective and popular data-driven technique for
obtaining sparse representations of data [2]–[4], is to learn a
dictionary D such that every data sample can be approximated
by a linear combination of a few atoms (columns) of D.
While DL has been widely studied, traditional DL approaches
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Fig. 1: Dictionary atoms for representing RGB image
Barbara for separation rank (left-to-right) 1, 4, and 256.
flatten tensor data and then employ methods designed for
vector data [4], [5]. Such simplistic approaches disregard
the multidimensional structure in tensor data and result in
dictionaries with a large number of parameters. One intuitively
expects, however, that dictionaries with smaller number of
free parameters that exploit the correlation and structure along
different tensor modes are likely to be more efficient with
regards to storage requirements, computational complexity,
and generalization performance, especially when training data
are noisy or scarce.
To reduce the number of parameters in dictionaries for
tensor data, and to better exploit the correlation among dif-
ferent tensor modes, some recent DL works have turned to
tensor decompositions such as the Tucker decomposition [6]
and CANDECOMP/PARAFAC decomposition (CPD) [7] for
learning of “structured” dictionaries. The idea in structured
DL for tensor data is to restrict the class of dictionaries during
training to the one imposed by the tensor decomposition under
consideration [8]. For example, structured DL based on the
Tucker decomposition of N -way tensor data corresponds to the
dictionary class in which any dictionary D ∈ Rm×p consists
of the Kronecker product [9] of N smaller subdictionaries
{Dn ∈ Rmn×pn}Nn=1 [10]–[15]. The resulting DL techniques
in this instance are interchangeably referred to in the literature
as separable DL or Kronecker-structured DL (KS-DL).
In terms of parameter counting, the advantages of KS-DL
for tensor data are straightforward: the number of parameters
needed to be estimated and stored for unstructured dictionary
learning is mp = ΠNn=1mnpn, whereas the KS-DL model
requires only the sum of the subdictionary sizes
∑N
n=1mnpn.
Nonetheless, while existing KS-DL methods enjoy lower
sample/computational complexity and better storage efficiency
over unstructured DL [15], the KS-DL model makes a strong
separability assumption among different modes of tensor data.
Such an assumption can be overly restrictive for many classes
of data [16], resulting in an unfavorable tradeoff between
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model compactness and representation power.
In this paper, we overcome this limitation by proposing and
studying a generalization of KS-DL that we interchangeably
refer to as learning a mixture of separable dictionaries or low
separation rank DL (LSR-DL). The separation rank of a matrix
A is defined as the minimum number of KS matrices whose
sum equals A [17], [18]. The LSR-DL model interpolates
between the under-parameterized separable model (a special
case of LSR-DL model with separation rank 1) and the
over-parameterized unstructured model. Figure 1 provides an
illustrative example of the usefulness of LSR-DL, in which one
learns a dictionary with a small separation rank: while KS-
DL learns dictionary atoms that cannot reconstruct diagonal
structures perfectly because of the abundance of horizon-
tal/vertical (DCT-like) structures within them, LSR-DL also
returns dictionary atoms with pronounced diagonal structures
as the separation rank increases.
A. Main Contributions
We first propose and analyze a generalization of the sep-
arable DL model—which we call a mixture of separable
dictionaries model or LSR-DL model—that allows for better
representation power than the separable model while having
smaller number of parameters than standard DL. Our analysis
assumes a generative model involving a true LSR dictionary
for tensor data and investigates conditions under which the
true dictionary is recoverable, up to a prescribed error, from
training tensor data. Our first major set of LSR dictionary
identifiability results are for the conventional optimization-
based formulation of the DL problem [3], except that the
search space is constrained to the class of dictionaries with
maximum separation rank r (and individual mixture terms
having bounded norms when N ≥ 3 and r ≥ 2).1 Similar to
conventional DL problems, this LSR-DL problem is noncon-
vex with multiple global minima. We therefore focus on local
identifiability guarantees, meaning that a search algorithm
initialized close enough to the true dictionary can recover
that dictionary.2 To this end, under certain assumptions on
the generative model, we show that Ω
(
r(
∑N
n=1mnpn)p
2ρ−2
)
samples ensure existence of a local minimum of the con-
strained LSR-DL problem for N th-order tensor data within
a neighborhood of radius ρ around the true LSR dictionary.
Our initial local identifiability results are based on an analy-
sis of a separation rank-constrained optimization problem that
exploits a connection between LSR (resp., KS) matrices and
low-rank (resp., rank-1) tensors. However, a result in tensor
recovery literature [19] implies that finding the separation
rank of a matrix is NP-hard. Our second main contribution
is development and analysis of two different relaxations of
the LSR-DL problem that are computationally tractable in
the sense that they do not require explicit computation of the
separation rank. The first formulation once again exploits the
connection between LSR matrices and low-rank tensors and
1While we also provide identifiability results for LSR dictionaries without
requiring the boundedness assumption, those results are only asymptotic in
nature; see Section III for details.
2This is due to our choice of distance metric, which is the Frobenius norm.
uses a convex regularizer to implicitly constrain the separation
rank of the learned dictionary. The second formulation en-
forces the LSR structure on the dictionary by explicitly writing
it as a summation of r KS matrices. Our analyses of the two
relaxations once again involve conditions under which the true
LSR dictionary is locally recoverable from training tensor data.
We also provide extensive discussion in the sequel to compare
and contrast the three sets of identifiability results for LSR
dictionaries.
Our third main contribution is development of practical
computational algorithms, which are based on the two relax-
ations of LSR-DL, for learning of an LSR dictionary in both
batch and online settings. We then use these algorithms for
learning of LSR dictionaries for both synthetic and real tensor
data, which are afterward used in denoising and representation
learning tasks. Numerical results obtained as part of these
efforts help validate the usefulness of LSR-DL and highlight
the different strengths and weaknesses of the two LSR-DL
relaxations and the corresponding algorithms.
B. Relation to Prior Work
Tensor decompositions [20], [21] have emerged as one of
the main sets of tools that help avoid overparameterization of
tensor data models in a variety of areas. These include deep
learning [22], collaborative filtering [23], multilinear subspace
learning [24], source separation [25], topic modeling [26], and
many other works (see [22], [23] and references therein). But
the use of tensor decompositions for reducing the (model and
sample) complexity of dictionaries for tensor data has been
addressed only recently.
There have been many works that provide theoretical
analysis for the sample complexity of the conventional DL
problem [27]–[30]. Among these, Gribonval et al. [29] focus
on the local identifiability of the true dictionary underlying
vectorized data using Frobenius norm as the distance metric.
Shakeri et al. [15] extended this analysis for the sample com-
plexity of the KS-DL problem for N th-order tensor data. This
analysis relies on expanding the objective function in terms of
subdictionaries and exploiting the coordinate-wise Lipschitz
continuity property of the objective function with respect
to each subdictionary [15]. While this approach ensures the
identifiability of the subdictionaries, it requires the dictionary
coefficient vectors to follow the so-called separable sparsity
model [31] and does not extend to the LSR-DL problem. In
contrast, we provide local identifiability sample complexity
results for the LSR-DL problem and two relaxations of it.
Further, our identifiability results hold for coefficient vectors
following the random sparsity model and the separable sparsity
model.
In terms of computational algorithms, several works have
proposed methods for learning KS dictionaries that rely on
alternating minimization techniques to update the subdictionar-
ies [11], [13], [31]. Among other works, Hawe et al. [10] em-
ploy a Riemannian conjugate gradient method combined with
a nonmonotone line search for KS-DL. While they present the
algorithm only for matrix data, its extension to higher-order
tensor data is trivial. Schwab et al. [32] have also recently
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addressed the separable DL problem for matrix data; their
contributions include a computational algorithm and global re-
covery guarantees. In terms of algorithms for LSR-DL, Dantas
et al. [12] proposed one of the first methods for matrix data
that uses a convex regularizer to impose LSR on the dictionary.
One of our batch algorithms, named STARK [1], also uses
a convex regularizer for imposing LSR structure. In contrast
to Dantas et al. [12], however, STARK can be used to learn
a dictionary from tensor data of any order. The other batch
algorithm we propose, named TeFDiL, learns subdictionaries
of the LSR dictionary by exploiting the connection to tensor
recovery and using tensor CPD. Recently, Dantas et al. [33]
proposed an algorithm for learning an LSR dictionary for
tensor data in which the dictionary update stage is a projected
gradient descent algorithm that involves a CPD after every
gradient step. In contrast, TeFDiL only requires a single CPD
at the end of each dictionary update stage. Finally, while there
exist a number of online algorithms for DL [5], [34], [35],
the online algorithms developed in here are the first ones that
enable learning of structured (either KS or LSR) dictionaries.
II. PRELIMINARIES AND PROBLEM STATEMENT
Notation and Definitions: We use underlined bold upper-
case (A), bold upper-case (A), bold lower-case (a), and lower-
case (a) letters to denote tensors, matrices, vectors, and scalars,
respectively. For any integer p, we define [p] , {1, 2, · · · , p}.
We denote the j-th column of a matrix A by aj . For an
m × p matrix A and an index set J ⊆ [p], we denote the
matrix constructed from the columns of A indexed by J
as AJ . We denote by (An)Nn=1 an N -tuple (A1, · · · ,AN ),
while {An}Nn=1 represents the set {A1, · · · ,AN}. We drop
the range indicators if they are clear from the context.
Norms and inner products: We denote by ‖v‖p the `p
norm of vector v, while we use ‖A‖2, ‖A‖F , and ‖A‖tr to
denote the spectral, Frobenius, and trace (nuclear) norms of
matrix A, respectively. Moreover, ‖A‖2,∞ , maxj ‖aj‖2 is
the max column norm and ‖A‖1,1 ,
∑
j ‖aj‖1. We define
the inner product of two tensors (or matrices) A and B
as 〈A,B〉 , 〈vec(A), vec(B)〉 where vec(·) is the vector-
ization operator. The Euclidean distance between two tuples
of the same size is defined as
∥∥(An)Nn=1 − (Bn)Nn=1∥∥F ,√∑N
n=1 ||An −Bn||2F .
Kronecker product: We denote by A ⊗ B ∈ Rm1m2×p1p2
the Kronecker product of matrices A ∈ Rm1×p1 and B ∈
Rm2×p2 . We use
⊗N
n=1 Ai , A1 ⊗ A2 ⊗ · · · ⊗ AN for
the Kronecker product of N matrices. We drop the range
indicators when there is no ambiguity. We call a matrix a (N -
th order) Kronecker-structured (KS) matrix if it is a Kronecker
product of N ≥ 2 matrices.
Definitions for matrices: For a matrix D with unit `2-norm
columns, we define the cumulative coherence µs as µs ,
max|J |≤s maxj /∈J ‖DTJDj‖1. We say a matrix D satisfies
the s-restricted isometry property (s-RIP) with constant δs if
for any v ∈ Rs and any J ⊆ [p] with |J | ≤ s, we have
(1− δs)‖v‖22 ≤ ‖DJv‖22 ≤ (1 + δs)‖v‖22.
Definitions for tensors: We briefly present required tensor
definitions here: see Kolda and Bader [20] for more details.
The mode-n unfolding matrix of A is denoted by A(n), where
each column of A(n) consists of the vector formed by fixing
all indices of A except the one in the nth-order. We denote
the outer product (tensor product) of vectors by ◦, while ×n
denotes the mode-n product between a tensor and a matrix. An
N -way tensor is rank-1 if it can be written as outer product
of N vectors: v1 ◦ · · · ◦ vN . Throughout this paper, by the
rank of a tensor, rank(A), we mean the CP-rank of A, the
minimum number of rank-1 tensors that construct A as their
sum. The CP decomposition (CPD), decomposes a tensor into
sum of its rank-1 tensor components. The Tucker decompo-
sition factorizes an N -way tensor A ∈ Rm1×m2×···×mN as
A = X×1D1×2D2×3· · ·×NDN , where X ∈ Rp1×p2×···×pN
denotes the core tensor and Di ∈ Rmi×pi denote factor
matrices along the i-th mode of A for i ∈ [p].
Notations for functions and spaces: We denote the element-
wise sign function by sgn(·). For any function f(x), we
define the difference ∆f(x1; x2) , f(x1) − f(x2). We
denote by Um×p the Euclidean unit sphere: Um×p , {D ∈
Rm×p|‖D‖F = 1}. We also denote the Euclidean sphere
with radius α by αUm×p. The oblique manifold in Rm×p is
the manifold of matrices with unit-norm columns: Dm×p ,
{D ∈ Rm×p|∀j ∈ [p], dTj dj = 1}. We drop the dimension
subscripts and use only D when there is no ambiguity. The
covering number of a set A with respect to a norm ‖ · ‖∗,
denoted by N∗(A, ), is the minimum number of balls of ∗-
norm radius  needed to cover A.
Dictionary Learning Setup: In dictionary learning (DL)
for vector data, we assume observations y ∈ Rm are generated
according to the following model:
y = D0x0 + , (1)
where D0 ∈ Dm×p ⊂ Rm×p is the true underlying dictionary,
x0 ∈ Rp is a randomly generated sparse coefficient vector, and
 ∈ Rm is the underlying noise vector. The goal in DL is to
recover the true dictionary given the noisy observations Y ,
{yl}Ll=1 that are independent realizations of (1). The ideal
objective is to solve the statistical risk minimization problem
min
D∈C
fP(D) , Ey∼P fy(D), (2)
where P is the underlying distribution of the observations,
C ⊆ Dm×p is the dictionary class, typically selected for vector
data to be the same as the oblique manifold, and
fy(D) , inf
x∈Rp
1
2
‖y −Dx‖22 + λ‖x‖1. (3)
However, since we have access to the distribution P only
through noisy observations drawn from this distribution, we
resort to solving the following empirical risk minimization
problem as a proxy for Problem (2):
min
D∈C
FY(D) ,
1
L
∑L
l=1
fyl(D). (4)
Dictionary Learning for Tensor Data: To represent tensor
data, conventional DL approaches vectorize tensor data sam-
ples and treat them as one-dimensional arrays. One way to
explicitly account for the tensor structure in data is to use the
Kronecker-structured DL (KS-DL) model, which is based on
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the Tucker decomposition of tensor data. In the KS-DL model,
we assume that observations Yl ∈ Rm1×···×mN are generated
according to
Yl = X
0
l ×1 D01 ×2 D02 ×3 · · · ×N D0N + E l, (5)
where {D0n ∈ Rmn×pn}Nn=1 are generating subdictionaries,
and X0l and E l are the coefficient and noise tensors, respec-
tively. Equivalently, the generating model (5) can be stated for
yl , vec(Yl) as:
yl =
(
D0N ⊗D0N−1 ⊗ · · · ⊗D01
)
x0l + l, (6)
where x0l , vec(X0l) and l , vec(E l) [20]. This is the same
as the unstructured model yl = D0x0l +l with the additional
condition that the generating dictionary is a Kronecker product
of N subdictionaries. As a result, in the KS-DL problem, the
constraint set in (4) becomes C = KNm,p, where KNm,p , {D ∈
Dm×p|D =
⊗N
n=1 Dn, Dn ∈ Rmn×pn} is the set of KS
matrices with unit-norm columns and m and p are vectors
containing mn’s and pn’s, respectively.3
In summary, the structure in tensor data is exploited in the
KS-DL model by assuming the dictionary is “separable” into
subdictionaries for each mode. However, as discussed earlier,
this separable model is rather restrictive. Instead, we generalize
the KS-DL model using the notion of separation rank.4
Definition 1. The separation rank RNm,p(·) of a matrix
A ∈ RΠnmn×Πnpn is the minimum number r of N th-order
KS matrices Ak =
⊗N
n=1 A
k
n such that A =
r∑
k=1
⊗N
n=1 A
k
n,
where Akn ∈ Rmn×pn .
The KS-DL model corresponds to dictionaries with separa-
tion rank 1. We instead propose the low separation rank (LSR)
DL model in which the separation rank of the underlying
dictionary is relatively small so that 1 ≤ Rm,p(D0) 
min{m, p}. This generalizes the KS-DL model to a generating
dictionary of the form D0 =
∑r
k=1[D
k
N ]
0⊗ [DkN−1]0⊗ · · ·⊗
[Dk1 ]
0, where r is the separation rank of D0. Consequently,
defining KN,rm,p , {D ∈ Dm×p|RNm,p(D) ≤ r}, the empirical
rank-constrained LSR-DL problem is
min
D∈KN,rm,p
FY(D). (7)
However, the analytical tools at our disposal require the
constraint set in (7) to be closed, which we show does not hold
for KN,rm,p when N ≥ 3 and r ≥ 2. In that case, we instead
analyze (7) with KN,rm,p replaced by (i) closure of KN,rm,p and
(ii) a certain closed subset of KN,rm,p. We refer the reader to
Section III for further discussion.
In our study of the LSR-DL model (which includes the
KS-DL model as a special case), we use a correspondence
between KS matrices and rank-1 tensors, stated in Lemma 1
below, which allows us to leverage techniques and results in
the tensor recovery literature to analyze the LSR-DL problem
and develop tractable algorithms. (This correspondence was
first exploited in our earlier work [1].)
3We have changed the indexing of subdictionaries for ease of notation.
4The term was introduced in [18] for N = 2 (see also [17]).
Remark. The proof of Lemma 1 is provided in Appendix
A and the proofs of the rest of the lemmas can be found in
Appendix B.
Lemma 1. Any N th-order Kronecker-structured matrix A =
A1⊗A2⊗· · ·⊗AN can be rearranged as a rank-1, N th-order
tensor Api = aN ◦ · · · ◦ a2 ◦ a1 with an , vec(An).
It follows immediately from Lemma 1 that if D =∑r
k=1 D
k
1 ⊗ Dk2 ⊗ · · · ⊗ DkN , then we can rearrange matrix
D into the tensor Dpi =
∑r
k=1 d
k
N ◦ dkN−1 ◦ · · · ◦ dk1 , where
dkn = vec(D
k
n). Therefore, we have the following equivalence:
RNm,p(D) ≤ r ⇐⇒ rank(Dpi) ≤ r.
This correspondence between separation rank and tensor rank
highlights a challenge with the LSR-DL problem: finding the
rank of a tensor is NP-hard [19] and thus so is finding the
separation rank of a matrix. This makes Problem (7) in its
current form (and its variants) intractable. To overcome this,
we introduce two tractable relaxations to the rank-constrained
Problem (7) that do not require explicit computation of the
tensor rank. The first relaxation uses a convex regularization
term to implicitly impose low tensor rank structure on Dpi ,
which results in a low separation rank D. The resulting
empirical regularization-based LSR-DL problem is
min
D∈Dm×p
F regY (D) (8)
with F regY (D) , 1L
∑L
l=1 fyl(D) + λ1g1(D
pi), where fy(D)
is described in (3) and g1(Dpi) is a convex regularizer to
enforce low-rank structure on Dpi . The second relaxation is
a factorization-based LSR-DL formulation in which the LSR
dictionary is explicitly written in terms of its subdictionaries.
The resulting empirical risk minimization problem is
min
{Dkn}:
∑r
k=1
⊗N
n=1D
k
n∈Dm×p
F facY
({Dkn}), (9)
where F facY ({Dkn}) , 1L
∑L
l=1 f
fac
yl
({Dkn}) with
f facy ({Dkn}) , inf
x∈Rp
∥∥∥y − (∑r
k=1
⊗N
n=1
Dkn
)
x
∥∥∥2 + λ ‖x‖1 ,
and the terms
⊗N
n=1 D
k
n are constrained as ‖
⊗N
n=1 D
k
n‖F ≤
c for some positive constant c when N ≥ 3 and r ≥ 2.
In the rest of this paper, we study the problem of identifying
the true underlying LSR-DL dictionary by analyzing the LSR-
DL Problems (7)–(9) introduced in this section and developing
algorithms to solve Problems (8) and (9) in both batch and
online settings. Note that while Problem (7) (and its variants
when N ≥ 3 and r ≥ 2) cannot be explicitly solved because
of its NP-hardness, identifiability analysis of this problem—
provided in Section III—provides the basis for the analysis of
tractable Problems (8) and (9), provided in Section IV.
III. IDENTIFIABILITY IN THE RANK-CONSTRAINED
LSR-DL PROBLEM
In this section, we derive conditions under which a dictio-
nary D0 ∈ KN,rm,p is identifiable as a solution to either the
separation rank-constrained problem in (7) or a slight variant
of (7) when N ≥ 3 and r ≥ 2. Specifically, we show that
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under certain assumptions on the generative model, there is
at least one local minimum D∗ of either Problem (7) or one
of its variants that is “close” to the underlying dictionary D0.
Notwithstanding the fact that no efficient algorithm exists to
solve the intractable Problem (7), this identifiability result
is important in that it lays the foundation for the local
identifiability results in tractable Problems (8) and (9).
Generative Model: Let D0 ∈ KN,rm,p be the underlying
dictionary. Each tensor data sample Y ∈ Rm1×m2×···×mN
in its vectorized form is independently generated using a
linear combination of s  p atoms of dictionary D0 with
added noise: y , vec(Y) = D0x0 + , where
∥∥x0∥∥
0
≤ s.
Specifically, s atoms of D0 are selected uniformly at random,
defining the support J ⊂ [p]. Then, we draw a random sparse
coefficient vector x0 ∈ Rp supported on J . We state further
assumptions on our model similar to the prior works [15], [29].
Assumption 1 (Coefficient Distribution). Consider a random
variable x ∈ R and positive constants Mx and x. Define
s0 , sgn(x0). We assume: i) E
{
x0J [x
0
J ]
T |J } = E{x2} · Is,
ii) E
{
s0J [s
0
J ]
T |J } = Is, iii) E{s0J [x0J ]T |J } = E{|x|} · Is,
and iv)
∥∥x0∥∥
2
≤Mx and min
j∈J
|x0j | ≥ x almost surely.
Assumption 2 (Noise Distribution). Consider a random
variable  ∈ R and positive constant M. We assume: i)
E
{
T |J } = E{2}·Im, ii) E{x0T |J } = E{s0T |J } = 0,
and iii) ‖‖2 ≤M almost surely.
Note that Assumptions 1-iv and 2-iii imply y is bounded:
‖y‖2 ≤My . Next, we define positive parameters λ¯ , λE{|x|} ,
Cmin , 24E{|x|}
2
E{x2}
(∥∥D0∥∥
2
+ 1
)2 s
p
∥∥[D0]TD0 − I∥∥
F
, and
Cmax , 2E|x|7Mx
(
1− 2µs(D0)
)
for ease of notation. We use the
following assumption, similar to Gribonval et al. [29, Thm. 1].
Assumption 3. Assume Cmin ≤ Cmax, λ ≤ x/4, s ≤
p
16(‖D0‖2+1)
2 , µs(D0) ≤ 1/4, and the noise is relatively small
in the sense that MMx <
7
2 (Cmax − Cmin) λ¯.
Our Approach: In our analysis of the separation rank-
constrained LSR-DL problem, we will alternate between four
different constraint sets that are related to our dictionary class
KN,rm,p, namely, K2,rm,p, KNm,p, the closure K
N,r
m,p , cl(KN,rm,p) of
KN,rm,p under the Frobenius norm, and a closed subset of KN,rm,p,
defined as cKN,rm,p , {D ∈ KN,rm,p|‖
⊗
Dkn‖F ≤ c, c > 0}. We
often use the generic notation C for the constraint set when
our discussion is applicable to more than one of these sets.
We want to find conditions that imply the existence of a
local minimum of minD∈C FY(D) within a ball of radius ρ
around the true dictionary D0 ∈ KN,rm,p:
Bρ , {D ∈ C|
∥∥D−D0∥∥
F
≤ ρ} (10)
for some small ρ > 0. To this end, we first show that the
expected risk function fP(D) in (2) has a local minimum in
Bρ for the LSR-DL constraint set C.
To show that a local minimum of fP : C 7→ R exists in
Bρ, we need to show that fP(D) attains its minimum over
Bρ in the interior of Bρ.5 We show this in two stages. First,
we use the Weierstrass Extreme Value Theorem [36], which
dictates that the continuous function fP(D) attains a minimum
in (or on the boundary of) Bρ as long as Bρ is a compact set.
Therefore, we first investigate compactness of Bρ in Section
III-A. Second, in order to be certain that the minimum of
fP(D) over Bρ is a local minimum of D ∈ C 7→ fP(D), we
show that fP(D) cannot obtain its minimum over Bρ on the
boundary of Bρ, denoted by ∂Bρ. To this end, in Section III-B
we derive conditions that if ∂Bρ is nonempty then6
∆fP(ρ) , inf
D∈∂Bρ
∆fP(D; D0) > 0, (11)
which implies fP(D) cannot achieve its minimum on ∂Bρ.
Finally, in Section III-C we use concentration of measure
inequalities to relate FY(D) in (4) to fP(D) and find the
number of samples needed to guarantee (with high probability)
that FY(D) also has a local minimum in the interior of Bρ.
A. Compactness of the Constraint Sets
When the constraint set C is a compact subset of the
Euclidean space Rm×p, the subset Bρ is also compact. Thus,
we first investigate the compactness of the constraint set KN,rm,p.
Since KN,rm,p is a bounded set, according to the Heine-Borel
Theorem [36], it is a compact subset of Rm×p if and only
if it is closed. Also, KN,rm,p can be written as the intersection
of LN,rm,p , {D ∈ Rm×p|RNm,p(D) ≤ r} and the oblique
manifold D. In order for KN,rm,p = LN,rm,p ∩ D to be closed, it
suffices to show that LN,rm,p and D are closed. It is trivial to
show D is closed; hence, we focus on whether LN,rm,p is closed.
In the following, we use the facts that the constraint
RNm,p(D) ≤ r is equivalent to rank(Dpi) ≤ r and that
the rearrangement mapping that sends D to Dpi preserves
topological properties of sets such as the distances between
the set elements under the Frobenius norm. These facts allow
us to translate the topological properties of tensor sets into
properties of the structured matrices that we study here.
Lemma 2. Let N ≥ 3 and r ≥ 2. Then, the set LN,rm,p is
not closed. However, the set of KS matrices LN,1m,p and the set
L2,rm,p are closed.
To illustrate the non-closedness of LN,rm,p for N ≥ 3 and
r ≥ 2 and motivate the use of the sets KN,rm,p and cKN,rm,p in
lieu of KN,rm,p, we provide an example. Consider the sequence
Dt := t
(
A1 +
1
tB1
)⊗(A2 + 1tB2)⊗(A3 + 1tB3))−tA1⊗
A2 ⊗ A3, where Ai,Bi ∈ Rmi×pi are linearly independent
pairs. It is clear that R3m,p(Dt) ≤ 2 for any t. The limit point
of this sequence, however, is limt→∞Dt = A1⊗A2⊗B3 +
A1⊗B2⊗A3 +B1⊗A2⊗B3, which is a separation-rank-3
matrix. Therefore, the set L3,2m,p is not closed.
The non-closedness of LN,rm,p means there exist sequences
in LN,rm,p whose limit points are not in the set. Two possible
solutions to circumvent this issue include: (i) use the closure of
5Having a minimumD∗ on the boundary is not sufficient since the function
might achieve lower values in the neighborhood of D∗ outside Bρ.
6If the boundary is empty, it is trivial that the infimum is attained in the
interior of the set.
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LN,rm,p as the constraint set, and (ii) eliminate such sequences
from LN,rm,p. We discuss each solution in detail below.
a) Adding the limit points: We denote the closure of
LN,rm,p by L
N,r
m,p , cl(LN,rm,p). By slightly relaxing the constraint
set in (7) to LN,rm,p ∩ D, we can instead solve the following:
min
D∈KN,rm,p
FY(D), (12)
where KN,rm,p = L
N,r
m,p ∩ D. Note that (i) a solution to (7) is a
solution to (12) and (ii) a solution to (12) is either a solution
to (7) or is arbitrarily close to a member of KN,rm,p.7
b) Eliminating the problematic sequences: In order to
exclude the sequences Dt → D such that Dt ∈ LN,rm,p for all
t and D /∈ LN,rm,p, we first need to characterize them.
Lemma 3. Assume Dt → D where RNm,p(Dt) ≤ r and
RNm,p(D) > r. We can write Dt =
∑r
k=1 λ
k
t
⊗N
n=1[D
k
n]t
where
∥∥[Dkn]t∥∥F = 1. Then, maxk |λkt | → ∞ as t → ∞.
In fact, at least two of the coefficient sequences λkt are
unbounded.
The following corollary of Lemma 3 suggests that one can
exclude the problematic sequences from LN,rm,p by bounding
the norm of individual KS (separation-rank-1) terms.
Corollary 1. Consider the set LN,rm,p whose members can
be written as D =
∑r
k=1
⊗N
n=1 D
k
n such that D
k
n ∈
Rmn×pn . Then, for any c > 0 the set cLN,rm,p =
{
D ∈
LN,rm,p|
∥∥⊗Dkn∥∥F ≤ c} is closed.
We have now shown that the sets K2,rm,p, KNm,p , KN,1m,p,
cKN,rm,p = cLN,rm,p ∩ D, and K
N,r
m,p = L
N,r
m,p ∩ D are compact
subsets of Rm×p. Next, we provide asymptotic identifiability
results for these compact constraint sets.
B. Asymptotic Analysis for Dictionary Identifiability
Now that we have discussed the compactness of the relevant
constraint sets, we are ready to show that the minimum of
fy(D) over Bρ, defined in (10), is not attained on ∂Bρ. This
will complete our proof of existence of a local minimum
of fP(D) in Bρ. In our proof, we make use of a result in
Gribonval et al. [29], presented here in Lemma 4.
Lemma 4 (Theorem 1 in Gribonval et al. [29]). Consider the
statistical DL Problem (2) with constraint set D. Suppose the
generating dictionary D0 ∈ D and Assumptions 1–3 hold.
Then, for any ρ such that λ¯Cmin < ρ ≤ λ¯Cmax and MMx <
7
2 (λ¯Cmax − ρ), we have
∆fP(ρ) ≥ E{x
2}
8
· s
p
· ρ (ρ− λ¯Cmin) > 0. (13)
for all D ∈ D such that ‖D−D0‖F = ρ.
Interested readers can find the detailed proof of Lemma 4
in Gribonval et al. [29]. The following theorem states our first
identifiability result for the LSR-DL model.
7The first argument holds since if FY(D∗) ≤ FY(D) for all D ∈ KN,rm,p,
by continuity it also holds for all D ∈ KN,rm,p. The second argument is trivial.
Theorem 1. Consider the statistical DL Problem (2) with
constraint set C being either K2,rm,p, KNm,p, cKN,rm,p or K
N,r
m,p.
Suppose the generating dictionary D0 ∈ C and Assump-
tions 1–3 hold. Then, for any ρ such that λ¯Cmin < ρ < λ¯Cmax
and MMx <
7
2 (λ¯Cmax − ρ), the function D ∈ C 7→ fP(D) has
a local minimum D∗ such that
∥∥D∗ −D0∥∥
F
< ρ.
Proof. Since fP(D) is a continuous function and the ball
Bρ = {D ∈ C|
∥∥D−D0∥∥
F
≤ ρ} is compact, by the extreme
value theorem, D ∈ Bρ 7→ fP(D) attains its infimum at a
point in the ball. If this minimum is attained in the interior of
Bρ then it is a local minimum of D ∈ C 7→ fP(D). Therefore,
a key ingredient of the proof is showing that fP(D) > fP(D0)
for all D ∈ ∂Bρ if ∂Bρ is nonempty. Lemma 4 states the
conditions under which fP(D) > fP(D0) on ∂Sρ, where
Sρ ,
{
D ∈ D ∣∣ ∥∥D−D0∥∥
F
≤ ρ}.
Since ∂Bρ ⊂ ∂Sρ, the result of Lemma 4 can be used for
our problem as well, i.e. for any D ∈ ∂Bρ, we have fP(D) >
fP(D0), when Cminλ¯ < ρ < Cmaxλ¯. It follows from this
result together with the existence of the infimum of fP(D) :
Bρ 7→ R in Bρ that Problem (2) has a local minimum within
a ball of radius ρ around the true dictionary D0.
Next, we discuss finite sample identifiability of the true
dictionary D0 for three of the constraint sets.
C. Sample Complexity for Dictionary Identifiability
We now derive the number of samples required to guarantee,
with high probability, that FY : C 7→ R has a local minimum
at a point “close” to D0 when the constraint set C is either
K2,rm,p, KNm,p, or cKN,rm,p for N ≥ 3 and r ≥ 2. First, we use
concentration of measure inequalities based on the covering
number of the dictionary class C ⊂ KN,rm,p to show that the
empirical loss FY(D) uniformly converges to its expectation
fP(D) with high probability. This is formalized below.
Lemma 5 (Theorem 1 and Lemma 11, Gribonval et al. [37]).
Consider the empirical DL Problem (4) and suppose Assump-
tions 1 and 2 are satisfied. For any u ≥ 0 and constants
c1 ≥ M2y /
√
8 and c2 ≥ max(1, log c0
√
8My), with probabil-
ity at least 1− 2e−u we have
sup
D∈C
|FY(D)− fp(D)| ≤ 3c1
√
c2ν logL
L
+ c1
√
c2ν + u
L
,
(14)
where ν is such that N2,∞(C, ) =
(
c0

)ν
.
Define ηL , 3c1
√
c2ν logL
L + c1
√
c2ν+u
L . It follows from
(14) that with high probability (w.h.p.),
∆FY(D; D
0) ≥ ∆fP(D; D0)− 2ηL, (15)
for all D ∈ C. Therefore, when ηL < ∆fP(D; D0)/2 for all
D ∈ ∂Bρ, we have ∆FY(D; D0) > 0 for all D ∈ ∂Bρ. In
this case, we can use similar arguments as in the asymptotic
analysis to show that FY : C → R has a local minimum at
a point in the interior of Bρ. Hence, our focus in this section
is on finding the sample complexity L required to guarantee
that ηL ≤ ∆fP(ρ)/2 w.h.p. We begin with characterization of
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covering numbers of the three constraint sets, which may also
be of independent interest to some readers.
Covering Numbers: The covering number of the set KNm,p
with respect to the norm ‖ · ‖2,∞ is known in the literature to
be upper bounded as follows [37]:
N2,∞(KNm,p, ) ≤ (3/)
∑N
i=1mipi . (16)
We now turn to finding the covering numbers of LSR sets
K2,rm,p and cKN,rm,p. The following lemma establishes a bound
on covering number of K2,rm,p, which depends on the separation
rank r exponentially.
Lemma 6. The covering number of the set K2,rm,p with respect
to the norm ‖ · ‖2,∞ is upper bounded as follows:
N2,∞(K2,rm,p, ) ≤ (9p/)r(m1p1+m2p2+1).
Next, we obtain an upper bound on the covering number of
cKN,rm,p for a given constant c.
Lemma 7. The covering number of the set cKN,rm,p with respect
to the max-column norm ‖ · ‖2,∞ is bounded as follows:
N2,∞(cKN,rm,p, ) ≤ (3rc/)r
∑N
i=1mipi .
We can now find the sample complexity of the LSR-DL
Problem (4) by plugging in the values of ν and c0 in Lemma 5.
Theorem 2. Consider the empirical LSR dictionary learning
Problem (4) with constraint set C being K2,rm,p, KNm,p, or
cKN,rm,p. Fix any u > 0. Suppose the generating dictionary
D0 ∈ C and Assumptions 1–3 are satisfied. Assume λ¯Cmin <
ρ < λ¯Cmax and MMx <
7
2 (λ¯Cmax − ρ). Define a constant ν
that depends on the dictionary class:
• ν =
∑N
i=1mipi and c0 = 3 when C = KNm,p,
• ν = 2r(m1p1 +m2p2 + 1) and c0 = 9p when C =
K2,rm,p,
• ν = r
∑N
i=1mipi and c0 = rc when C = cKN,rm,p.
Then, given a number of samples L satisfying
L
logL
≥ Cp2 (ν log c0 + u)
M4y(
ρ
(
ρ− λ¯Cmin
)
sE{x2})2 (17)
where C is a constant, with probability no less than 1− e−u,
the empirical risk objective function D ∈ C 7→ FY(D) has a
local minimizer D∗ such that
∥∥D∗ −D0∥∥
F
< ρ.
Proof. We take a similar approach to the proof of Theorem 1.
Due to compactness of the ball Bρ = {D ∈ C|
∥∥D−D0∥∥
F
≤
ρ} and continuity of FY(D), it follows from the extreme value
theorem that D ∈ Bρ 7→ FY(D) attains its minimum at a
point in Bρ. It remains to show that ∆FY(D; D0) > 0 for
all D ∈ ∂Bρ which implies existence of a local minimizer of
FY : C → R at D∗ such that
∥∥D∗ −D0∥∥
F
< ρ.
Inequality (15) shows that it suffices to set ηL ≤
∆fP(D; D0)/2 to have ∆FY(D; D0) > 0. From Lemma 5
we know ηL ≥ 3c1
√
c2ν logL
L + c1
√
c2ν+u
L . Therefore, using
the lower bound (13) on ∆fP(ρ) we have with probability at
least 1− e−u
3c1
√
c2ν logL
L
+ c1
√
c2ν + u
L
≤ E{x
2}
16
· s
p
· ρ (ρ− λ¯Cmin)
with c1 ≥ M2y /
√
8 and c2 ≥ max(1, log c0
√
8My)
8. Rear-
ranging, we get
L
logL
≥ c21
(
3
√
c2ν +
√
c2ν + u
ρ
(
ρ− λ¯Cmin
) )2( 16
E{x2} ·
p
s
)2
. (18)
Setting c1 ≥ M2y /
√
8 and c2 = c3 log c0 ≥
max(1, log c0
√
8My) we get the lower bound
L
logL
≥ Cp2 (ν log c0 + u)
(
M2y
ρ
(
ρ− λ¯Cmin
)
sE{x2}
)2
with probability at least 1 − e−u. Given that the number of
samples satisfies (17) for λ¯Cmin < ρ < λ¯Cmax, with high
probability ∆FY > 0 for any D ∈ ∂Bρ. Therefore, it follows
from the existence of the infimum of D ∈ Bρ 7→ FY(D) in
Bρ that D ∈ C 7→ FY(D) has a local minimum at a point
within a ball of radius ρ around the true dictionary D0.
The Ω
(
r(
∑
nmnpn)p
2ρ−2
)
sample complexity we ob-
tain here for rank-constrained LSR-DL is a reduction com-
pared to the Ω(mp3ρ−2) sample complexity of standard
DL in [29]. However, a minimax lower bound scaling of
Ω(p
∑
nmnpnρ
−2) in [14] for KS-DL (r = 1) suggests an
O(p) gap with our upper bound.
IV. IDENTIFIABILITY IN THE TRACTABLE LSR-DL
PROBLEMS
In Section II, we introduced two tractable relaxations to the
rank-constrained LSR-DL problem: a regularized problem (8)
with a convex regularization term and a factorization-based
problem (9) in which the dictionary is written in terms of
its subdictionaries. Based on our results in Section III for the
rank-constrained problem, we now provide results on the local
identifiability of the true dictionary D0 in these problems, i.e.,
we find conditions under which at least one local minimizer
of these problems is located near the true dictionary D0. Such
local identifiability result implies that any DL algorithm that
converges to a local minimum of these problems can recover
D0 up to a small error if it is initialized close enough to D0.
A. Regularization-based LSR Dictionary Learning
The first tractable LSR-DL problem that we study is
the regularized problem (8). Exploiting the relation between
RNm,p(D) and rank(D
pi), the LSR structure is enforced on
the dictionary by a convex regularizer that imposes low tensor
rank structure on Dpi . The regularizer that we use here is a
commonly used convex proxy for the tensor rank function,
the sum-trace-norm [38], which is defined as the average of
the trace (nuclear) norms of the unfoldings of the tensor:
‖A‖str ,
∑N
n=1
∥∥A(n)∥∥
tr
.
The first question we address is whether the reference dic-
tionary that generates the observations {Yl}Ll=1 is identifiable
via Problem (8). Our local identifiability result here is limited
to when D0 ∈ KNm,p, i.e. the true dictionary is KS. For such
8Under the conditions of this theorem, My ≤
√
1 + δs(D0)Mx +M,
where δs(D0) denotes the RIP constant of D0.
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D0, we show that there is at least one local minimizer D∗ of
F regY (D) under Assumptions 1–3 that is close to D
0.
Theorem 3. Consider the regularized LSR-DL problem (8).
Suppose that the generating dictionary D0 ∈ KNm,p and
Assumptions 1–3 are satisfied. Moreover, let λ¯Cmin < ρ ≤
λ¯Cmax and MMx <
7
2 (λ¯Cmax − ρ). Then, the expected risk
function D ∈ D 7→ E[F regY (D)] has a local minimizer D∗
such that
∥∥D∗ −D0∥∥
F
≤ ρ.
Moreover, given L samples such that
L > C0p
2(mp+ u)
(
M2x
Ex2
·
M
Mx
+ ρ+ (MMx + ρ)
2
ρ− Cminλ¯
)2
, (19)
where u and C are positive constants, then, we have with
probability no less than 1−e−u that the empirical risk function
D ∈ D 7→ F regY (D) has a local minimum at D∗ such that∥∥D∗ −D0∥∥
F
< ρ.
Proof. Consider the ball Bρ = {D ∈ D|
∥∥D−D0∥∥
F
≤ ρ}. It
follows from extreme value theorem that D ∈ Bρ 7→ F regY (D)
attains its minimum at a point in Bρ. This is based on com-
pactness of Bρ = {D ∈ C|
∥∥D−D0∥∥
F
≤ ρ} and continuity
of F regY (D). Similarly, D ∈ Bρ 7→ f regP (D) , E[F regY ] reaches
its minimum at a point in Bρ. We now need to show in either
case the minimum is not attained on the boundary of Bρ. To
this end, we show in the following that ∆F regY (D; D
0) > 0
and ∆f regP (D; D
0) > 0 for any D ∈ ∂Bρ.
Incorporation of the trace-norm regularization term in
(8) whithin the objective in (4) introduces a factor
‖Dpi‖str −
∥∥[D0]pi∥∥
str
=
∑N
n=1
(∥∥D(n)∥∥
tr
− ∥∥[D0](n)∥∥
tr
)
to
∆fP(D; D0) and ∆FY(D; D0). We know from Lemma 1
that when the true dictionary is a KS matrix (D0 ∈ KNm,p), its
rearrangement tensor [D0]pi is a rank-1 tensor and therefore all
unfoldings [D0](n) of [D0]pi are rank-1 matrices. This implies
‖D(n)‖tr = ‖D(n)‖F . Likewise, for all D ∈ Dm×p we have∥∥D(n)∥∥
F
=
∥∥[D0](n)∥∥
F
=
√
p. Therefore,∥∥D(n)∥∥
tr
− ∥∥[D0](n)∥∥
tr
=
∑rn
k=1
σk(D
(n))−√p
≥
√∑rn
k=1
σ2k(D
(n))−√p = 0,
where rn , rank(D(n)) and σk(D(n)) denotes the k-
th singular value of D(n). Therefore, we conclude that
∆F regY (D; D
0) ≥ ∆FY(D; D0) and ∆f regP (D; D0) ≥
∆fP(D; D0) for any D ∈ D. According to Lemma 4,
∆fP(D; D0) > 0 for all D on the boundary of the ball Bρ.
Furthermore, under the assumptions of the current theorem,
given a number of samples satisfying (19), Gribonval et al.
[29] show that the empirical difference ∆FY(D; D0) > 0 for
all D on the boundary of Sρ =
{
D ∈ D ∣∣ ∥∥D−D0∥∥
F
≤ ρ},
and therefore on the boundary of Bρ ⊆ Sρ, with probability
at least 1 − e−u. Therefore, for both f regP (D) and F regY (D),
the minimum is attained in the interior of Bρ and not on its
boundary.
B. Factorization-based LSR Dictionary Learning
We now shift our focus to Problem (9), which expands
D as
∑r
k=1
⊗
Dkn and optimizes over the individual subdic-
tionaries, and show that there is at least one local minimum
{[Dkn]∗} of the factorization-based LSR-DL Problem (9) such
that
∑⊗
[Dkn]
∗ is close to the underlying dictionary D0. Our
strategy here is to establish a connection between the local
minima of (9) and those of (4). Specifically, we show that
when the dictionary class in (7) matches that of (9), for every
local minimum D̂ of (4), there exists a local minimum {D̂kn}
of (9) such that D̂ =
∑⊗
D̂kn. Furthermore, we use the result
of Theorems 1 and 2 that there exists a local minimum D∗ of
Problem (4) within a small ball around D0. It follows from
these facts that under the generating model considered here,
a local minimum {[Dkn]∗} of (9) is such that
∑⊗
[Dkn]
∗ is
close to D0.
We begin with a bound on the distance between LSR
matrices when the tuples of their factor matrices are -close.
Lemma 8. For any two tuples (Akn) and (Bkn) such that
Akn,B
k
n ∈ αUmn×pn for all n ∈ [N ] and k ∈ [r], if
the distance
∥∥(Akn) − (Bkn)∥∥F ≤  then ∥∥∑rk=1⊗Akn −∑r
k=1
⊗
Bkn
∥∥
F
≤ αN−1√Nr.
Theorem 4. Consider the factorization-based LSR-DL prob-
lem (9). Suppose that Assumptions 1–3 are satisfied and
M
Mx
< 72 (λ¯Cmax − ρ) with λ¯Cmin < ρ ≤ λ¯Cmax. Then, the
expected risk function E[F facY
({Dkn})] has a local minimizer
([Dkn]
∗) such that
∥∥∑⊗[Dkn]∗ −D0∥∥F ≤ ρ.
Moreover, when the sample complexity requirements (17)
are satisfied for some positive constant u, then with probability
no less than 1 − e−u the empirical risk objective function
F facY
({Dkn}) has a local minimum achieved at ([Dkn]∗) such
that
∥∥∑⊗[Dkn]∗ −D0∥∥F ≤ ρ.
Proof. Let us first consider the finite sample case. Theorem 2
shows existence of a local minimizer D∗ of Problem (7) for
constraint sets KNm,p, K2,rm,p, and cKN,rm,p, such that ‖D∗ −
D0‖F ≤ ρ w.h.p. Here, we want to show that for such
D∗, there exists a {[Dkn]∗} such that D∗ =
∑⊗
[Dkn]
∗ and
{[Dkn]∗} is a local minimizer of Problem (9).
First, let us consider Problem (7) with cKN,rm,p. It is easy to
show that any D ∈ cKN,rm,p can be written as
∑r
k=1
⊗
Dkn
for all k ∈ [r] and n ∈ [N ] such that, without loss
of generality, Dkn ∈ αUm×p where α = N−1
√
c. Define
Cfac , {(Dkn)∣∣∑⊗Dkn ∈ cKN,rm,p : ∀k, n,Dkn ∈ αUm×p}.
Since D∗ ∈ cKN,rm,p, there is a ([Dkn]∗) ∈ Cfac such
that D∗ =
∑⊗
[Dkn]
∗. According to Lemma 8, for any
{Dkn} ∈ Cfac it follows from
∥∥(Dkn) − ([Dkn]∗)∥∥F ≤ ′
that
∥∥∑⊗Dkn−∑⊗[Dkn]∗∥∥F ≤ αN−1√Nr′ = c√Nr′.
Since D∗ is a local minimizer of (7), there exists a positive
 such that for all D ∈ cKN,rm,p satisfying ‖D−D∗‖F ≤ ,
we have FY(D∗) ≤ FY(D). If we choose ′ small enough
such that c
√
Nr′ ≤ , then for any (Dkn) ∈ Cfac such that∥∥(Dkn) − ([Dkn]∗)∥∥F ≤ ′, we have ∥∥∑⊗Dkn − D∗∥∥F ≤
 and this means that F facY
({Dkn}) − F facY ({[Dkn]∗}) =
FY(
∑⊗
Dkn)− FY(D∗) ≥ 0. Therefore, ([Dkn]∗) is a local
minimizer of Problem (9). This concludes our proof for the
finite sample case with constraint set cKN,rm,p.
Note that we can write KNm,p = cKN,1m,p and K2,rm,p = cK2,rm,p
with c ≥ p. Therefore, the above results also hold for KNm,p
and K2,rm,p since they are special cases of cKN,rm,p.
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It is easy to see similar relation exists between the local
minima of fy(D) and f facy ({Dkn}) , E[F facY ({Dkn})], proving
the asymptotic result in the statement of this theorem.
C. Discussion
In this section, we discuss the local identifiability of the
true dictionary in the regularization-based formulation and the
factorization-based formulation. For the regularization-based
formulation, our results only hold for the case where the true
dictionary is KS, i.e. D ∈ KNm,p. We obtain sample complexity
requirement of Ω(mp3ρ−2) in this case, which matches the
sample complexity requirement of the unstructured formula-
tion [29]. We believe there is room to improve this result as
future work.
For the factorization-based formulation, we show that
Ω(pρ−2r
∑
nmnpn) samples are required for local identi-
fiability of a dictionary of separation-rank r. This result
matches that of our intractable formulation. Note that when the
separation rank is 1, this result gives a bound on the sample
complexity of the KS-DL model as a special case. Unlike the
analysis in [15] (limited to KS-DL model) where they obtain a
sample complexity of L = maxn∈{1,...,N}Ω(mnp3nρ
−2
n ), our
analysis of the factorized model does not ensure identifiability
of the true subdictionaries in the LSR-DL model. However,
the result in [15] requires the dictionary coefficient vectors
to follow the separable sparsity model. In contrast, our result
does not require any constraints on the sparsity pattern of the
coefficient vector.
V. COMPUTATIONAL ALGORITHMS
In Section IV, we showed that the tractable LSR-DL Prob-
lems (8) and (9) each have at least one local minimum close
to the true dictionary. In this section we develop algorithms to
find these local minima. Solving Problems (8) and (9) require
minimization with respect to (w.r.t.) X , [xT1 , · · · ,xTL].
Therefore, similar to conventional DL algorithms, we intro-
duce alternating minimization-type algorithms that at every
iteration, first perform minimization of the objective function
w.r.t. X (sparse coding stage) and then minimize the objective
w.r.t. the dictionary (dictionary update stage).
The sparse coding stage is a simple Lasso problem and
remains the same in our algorithms. However, the algorithms
differ in their dictionary update stages, which we discuss next.
Remark. We leave the formal convergence results of our al-
gorithms to future work. However, we provide a discussion on
challenges and possible approaches to establish convergence
of our algorithms in Appendix C.
A. STARK: A Regularization-based LSR-DL Algorithm
We first discuss an algorithm, which we term STructured
dictionAry learning via Regularized low-ranK Tensor Recov-
ery (STARK), that helps solve the regularized LSR-DL problem
given in (8) and discussed in Section IV using the Alternating
Direction Method of Multipliers (ADMM) [39].
The main novelty in solving (8) using g1(Dpi) = ‖Dpi‖str
is the dictionary update stage. This stage, which involves
updating D for a fixed set of sparse codes X, is particularly
challenging for gradient-based methods because the dictionary
update involves interdependent nuclear norms of different
unfoldings of the rearranged tensor Dpi . Inspired by many
works in the literature on low-rank tensor estimation [38],
[40], [41], we instead suggest the following reformulation of
the dictionary update stage of (8):
min
D∈D,W1,··· ,WN
1
2
‖Y −DX‖2F + λ1
N∑
n=1
∥∥∥W(n)n ∥∥∥
tr
s.t. ∀n Wn = Dpi. (20)
In this formulation, although the nuclear norms depend on one
another through the introduced constraint, we can decouple
the minimization problem into separate subproblems. To solve
this problem, we first find a solution to the problem without
the constraint D ∈ D, then project the solution onto D by
normalizing the columns of D. We can solve the objective
function (20) (without D ∈ D contraint) using ADMM, which
involves decoupling the problem into independent subprob-
lems by forming the following augmented Lagrangian:
Lγ = 1
2
‖Y −DX‖2F +
N∑
n=1
(
λ1
∥∥∥W(n)n ∥∥∥
tr
− 〈An, Dpi −Wn〉+
γ
2
‖ Dpi −Wn‖2F
)
, (21)
where Lγ is shorthand for Lγ(Dpi, {Wn}, {An}). In order to
find the gradient of (21) with respect to Dpi , we rewrite the
Lagrangian function in the following form:
Lγ = 1
2
‖y − T (Dpi)‖22 +
N∑
n=1
(
λ1
∥∥∥W(n)n ∥∥∥
tr
− 〈An, Dpi −Wn〉+
γ
2
‖ Dpi −Wn‖2F
)
.
Here, y , vec(Y) (not to be confused with our earlier use of
y for vec(Y)) and the linear operator T (Dpi) , vec(DX) =
X˜TΠT vec(Dpi), where X˜ = X⊗ Im and Π is a permutation
matrix such that vec(Dpi) = Π vec(D). The procedure to find
Π is explained in Appendix A. In the rest of this section, we
discuss derivation of the update steps of ADMM.
ADMM Update Rules: Each iteration τ of ADMM consists
of the following steps [39]:
Dpi(τ) = argmin
Dpi
Lγ(Dpi,Wn(τ − 1),An(τ − 1)), (22)
Wn(τ) = argmin
Wn
Lγ(Dpi(τ),Wn,An(τ − 1)), ∀n ∈ [N ],
(23)
An(τ) = An(τ − 1)− γ (Dpi(τ)−Wn(τ)) , ∀ n ∈ [N ].
(24)
The solution to (22) can be obtained by taking the gradient of
Lγ(·) w.r.t. Dpi and setting it to zero. Suppressing the iteration
index τ for ease of notation, we have
∂Lγ
∂Dpi
= T ∗(T (Dpi)− y)−
N∑
n=1
An +
N∑
n=1
γ (Dpi −Wn) ,
where T ∗(v) = vec−1 (ΠX˜v) is the adjoint of the linear
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operator T [41]. Setting the gradient to zero results in
T ∗(T (Dpi)) + γN Dpi = T ∗(y) +
N∑
n=1
(An + γWn) .
Equivalently, we have
vec−1
([
ΠX˜X˜TΠT + γNI
]
vec(Dpi)
)
= vec−1(ΠX˜y) +
N∑
n=1
(An + γWn) . (25)
Therefore, the update rule for Dpi is
Dpi(τ) = vec−1
( [
ΠT X˜X˜TΠ + γNImp
]−1
·
[
ΠT X˜y + vec
( N∑
n=1
(An(τ − 1) + γWn(τ − 1))
)])
.
(26)
To update {Wn}, we can further split (23) into N independent
subproblems (suppressing the index τ ):
min
Wn
LW =λ1
∥∥∥W(n)n ∥∥∥
tr
− 〈An, Dpi −Wn〉
+
γ
2
‖ Dpi −Wn‖2F .
We can reformulate LW as
λ1
∥∥∥W(n)n ∥∥∥
tr
+
γ
2
∥∥∥W(n)n − ([Dpi](n) − A(n)nγ )∥∥∥2F + const.
The minimizer of LW with respect to W(n)n is
shrink
(
[Dpi](n) − 1γA(n)n , λ1γ
)
where shrink(A, z) applies
soft thresholding at level z on the singular values of matrix
A [42]. Therefore,
Wn(τ) =refold
(
shrink
(
[Dpi](n)(τ)
− 1
γ
A(n)n (τ − 1),
λ1
γ
))
, (27)
where refold(·) is the inverse of the unfolding operator. Algo-
rithm 1 summarizes this discussion and provides pseudocode
for the dictionary update stage in STARK.
Algorithm 1 Dictionary Update in STARK for LSR-DL
Require: Y, Π, λ1 > 0, γ > 0, X(t)9
1: repeat
2: Update Dpi according to update rule (26)
3: for n ∈ [N ] do
4: Update Wn according to (27)
5: end for
6: for n ∈ [N ] do
7: An ← An − γ (Dpi −Wn)
8: end for
9: until convergence
10: Normalize columns of D
11: return D(t+ 1)
9In the body of Algorithms 1–3 we drop the iteration index t for simplicity.
B. TeFDiL: A Factorization-based LSR-DL Algorithm
While our experiments in Section VI validate good perfor-
mance of STARK, the algorithm finds the dictionary D ∈
Rm×p and not the subdictionaries {Dn ∈ Rmn×pn}Nn=1.
Moreover, STARK only allows indirect control over the
separation rank of the dictionary through the regularization
parameter λ1. This motivates developing a factorization-based
LSR-DL algorithm that can find the subdictionaries and al-
lows for direct tuning of the separation rank to control the
number of parameters of the model. To this end, we pro-
pose a factorization-based LSR-DL algorithm termed Tensor
Factorization-Based DL (TeFDiL) in this section for solving
Problem (9).
We discussed earlier in Section V-A that the error term ‖Y−
DX‖2F can be reformulated as ‖y−T (Dpi)‖2 where T (Dpi) =
X˜TΠT vec(Dpi). Thus, the dictionary update objective in (9)
can be reformulated as ‖y−T (∑rk=1 dkN ◦ · · · ◦dk1)‖2 where
dkn = vec(D
k
n). To avoid the complexity of solving this
problem, we resort to first obtaining an inexact solution by
minimizing ‖y − T (A)‖2 over A and then enforcing the
low-rank structure by finding the rank-r approximation of the
minimizer of ‖y−T (A)‖2. TeFDiL employs CP decomposi-
tion (CPD) to find this approximation and thus enforce LSR
structure on the updated dictionary.
Assuming the matrix of sparse codes X is full row-
rank10, then X˜T is full column-rank and A = T +(y) =
vec−1
(
Π
(
X˜X˜T
)−1
X˜y
)
minimizes ‖y − T (A)‖2. Now, it
remains to solve the following problem to update {dkn}:
min
{dkn}
∥∥ r∑
k=1
dkN ◦ · · · ◦ dk1 − T +(y)
∥∥2
F
.
Although finding the best rank-r approximation (r-term CPD)
of a tensor is ill-defined in general [43], various numerical al-
gorithms exist in the tensor recovery literature to find a “good”
rank-r approximation of a tensor [20], [43]. TeFDiL can
employ any of these algorithms to find the r-term CPD,
denoted by CPDr(·), of T +(y). At the end of each dictionary
update stage, the columns of D =
∑⊗
Dkn are normalized.
Algorithm 2 describes the dictionary update step of TeFDiL.
Algorithm 2 Dictionary Update in TeFDiL for LSR-DL
Require: Y, X(t), Π, r
1: Construct T +(y) = vec−1 (Π(X˜X˜T )−1X˜y)
2: Dpi ← CPDr(T +(y))
3: D← vec−1 (ΠT vec(Dpi))
4: Normalize columns of D
5: return D(t+ 1)
C. OSubDil: An Online LSR-DL Algorithm
Both STARK and TeFDiL are batch methods in that they use
the entire dataset for DL in every iteration. This makes them
less scalable with the size of datasets due to high memory
and per iteration computational cost and also makes them
10In our experiments, we add δI to XXT with a small δ > 0 at every
iteration to ensure full-rankness.
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unsuitable for streaming data settings. To overcome these lim-
itations, we now propose an online LSR-DL algorithm termed
Online SubDictionary Learning for structured DL (OSubDil)
that uses only a single data sample (or a small mini-batch) in
every iteration (see Algorithm 3). This algorithm has better
memory efficiency as it removes the need for storing all data
points and has significantly lower per-iteration computational
complexity. In OSubDil, once a new sample Y(t+ 1) arrives,
its sparse representation X(t+ 1) is found using the current
dictionary estimate D(t) and then the dictionary is updated
using Y(t+ 1) and X(t+ 1). The dictionary update stage
objective function after receiving the T -th sample is
JT ({Dkn}) =
1
T
∑T
t=1
‖y(t)− (∑r
k=1
⊗N
n=1
Dkn
)
x(t)‖2.
We can rewrite this objective as
JT =
∑T
t=1
‖Y(n)(t)−
∑r
k=1
DknX
(n)(t)Ckn(t)‖2F
=
∑T
t=1
‖Ŷ(n)(t)−DknX(n)(t)Ckn(t)‖2F
= Tr
(
[Dkn]
TDknA
k
n(t)
)− 2 Tr ([Dkn]TBkn(t))+ const.,
where, dropping the iteration index t, the matrix Ckn ,(
DkN ⊗ · · · ⊗Dkn+1 ⊗Dkn−1 · · · ⊗Dk1
)T
and the estimate
Ŷ(n) , Y(n) −∑ri=1
i 6=k
DinX
(n)Cin. We can further define the
matrices Akn(t) ,
∑t
τ=1 X
(n)(t)Ckn(τ)[C
k
n(τ)]
T [X(n)(τ)]T
and Bkn(t) ,
∑t
τ=1 Ŷ
(n)(τ)[Ckn(τ)]
T [X(n)(τ)]T . To mini-
mize JT with respect to each Dkn, we take a similar approach
as in Mairal et al. [5] and use a (block) coordinate descent
algorithm with warm start to update the columns of Dkn in
a cyclic manner. Algorithm 3 describes the dictionary update
step of OSubDil.
Algorithm 3 Dictionary Update in OSubDil for LSR-DL
Require: Y(t), {Dkn(t)}, Akn(t), Bkn(t), X(t)
1: for all k ∈ [r] do
2: for all n ∈ [N ] do
3: Ckn ←
(
DkN ⊗ · · · ⊗Dkn+1 ⊗Dkn−1 · · · ⊗Dk1
)T
4: Ŷ(n) ← Y(n) −∑ri=1
i6=k
DinX
(n)Cin
5: Akn ← Akn + X(n)Ckn[Ckn]T [X(n)]T
6: Bkn ← Bkn + Ŷ(n)[Ckn]T [X(n)]T
7: for j = 1, · · · , pn do
8: [Dkn]j ← 1[Akn]jj ([B
k
n]j −Dkn[Akn]j) + [Dkn]j
9: end for
10: end for
11: end for
12: Normalize columns of D =
∑r
n=1
⊗N
n=1 D
k
n
13: return {Dkn(t+ 1)}
VI. NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS
We evaluate our algorithms on synthetic and real-world
datasets to understand the impact of training set size and
noise level on the performance of LSR-DL. In particular, we
want to understand the effect of exploiting additional structure
in representation accuracy and denoising performance. We
(a) (b)
Fig. 2: (a) Normalized representation error of various DL
algorithms for 3rd-order synthetic tensor data. (b) Performance
of online DL algorithms for House.
compare the performance of our proposed algorithms with ex-
isting DL algorithms in each scenario and show that in almost
every case our proposed LSR-DL algorithms outperform K-
SVD. Our results also offer insights into how the size and
quality of training data can affect the choice of the proper
DL model. Specifically, our experiments on image denoising
show that when noise level in data is high, TeFDiL performs
best when the separation rank is 1. On the other hand, in
low noise regimes, the performance of TeFDiL improves as
we increase the separation rank. Furthermore, our synthetic
experiments confirm that when the true underlying dictionary
follows the KS (LSR) structure, our structured algorithms
clearly outperform K-SVD, especially when the number of
training samples is very small. This implies the potential of
the LSR-DL model and our algorithms in applications where
the true dictionary follows the LSR structure more closely.
Synthetic Experiments: We compare our algorithms to K-
SVD [4] (standard DL) as well as a simple block coordinate
descent (BCD) algorithm that alternates between updating
every subdictionary in problem (9). This BCD algorithm can
be interpreted as an extension of the KS-DL algorithm [31]
for the LSR model. We show how structured DL algorithms
outperform the unstructured algorithm K-SVD [4] when the
underlying dictionary is structured, especially when the train-
ing set is small. We focus on 3rd-order tensor data and we
randomly generate a KS dictionary D = D1⊗D2⊗D3 with
dimensions m = [2, 5, 3] and p = [4, 10, 5]. We select i.i.d
samples from the standard Gaussian distribution, N (0, 1), for
the subdictionary elements, and then normalize the columns of
the subdictionaries. To generate x, we select the locations of
s = 5 nonzero elements uniformly at random. The values of
those elements are sampled i.i.d. from N (0, 1). We assume
observations are generated according to y = Dx. In the
initialization stage of the algorithms, D is initialized using
random columns of Y for K-SVD and random columns of the
unfoldings of Y for the structured DL algorithms. Sparse cod-
ing is performed using OMP [44], [45]. Due to the invariance
of DL to column permutations in the dictionary, we choose
reconstruction error as the performance criteria. For L = 100,
K-SVD cannot be used since p > L. Reconstruction errors are
plotted in Figure 2a. It can be seen that TeFDiL outperforms
all the other algorithms.
Real-world Experiments: In this set of experiments, we
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TABLE I: Performance of DL algorithms for image denoising in terms of PSNR
Unstructured KS-DL (r = 1) LSR-DL (r > 1)
Image Noise K-SVD [4] SeDiL [10] BCD [31] TeFDiL BCD STARK TeFDiL
House
σ = 10 35.6697 23.1895 31.6089 36.2955 32.2952 33.4002 37.1275
σ = 50 25.4684 23.6916 24.8303 27.5412 21.6128 27.3945 26.5905
Castle
σ = 10 33.0910 23.6955 32.7592 34.5031 30.3561 37.0428 35.1000
σ = 50 22.4184 23.2658 22.3065 24.6670 20.4414 24.4965 23.3372
Mushroom
σ = 10 34.4957 25.8137 33.2797 36.5382 32.2098 36.9443 37.7016
σ = 50 22.5495 22.9464 22.8554 22.9284 21.7792 25.1081 22.8374
Lena
σ = 10 33.2690 23.6605 30.9575 34.8854 31.1309 33.8813 35.3009
σ = 50 22.5070 23.4207 21.6985 23.4988 19.5989 24.8211 23.1658
TABLE II: Performance of TeFDiL with various ranks for image denoising in terms of PSNR
Image Noise r = 1 r = 4 r = 8 r = 16 r = 32 K-SVD
Mushroom
σ = 10 36.5382 36.7538 37.4173 37.4906 37.7016 34.4957
σ = 50 22.9284 22.8352 22.8384 22.8419 22.8374 22.5495
Number of parameters 265 1060 2120 4240 8480 147456
evaluate the image denoising performance of different DL al-
gorithms on four RGB images, House, Castle, Mushroom,
and Lena, which have dimensions 256×256×3, 480×320×3,
480 × 320 × 3, and 512 × 512 × 3, respectively. We corrupt
the images using additive white Gaussian noise with standard
deviations σ = {10, 50}. To construct the training data set,
we extract overlapping patches of size 8× 8 from each image
and treat each patch as a 3-dimensional data sample. We learn
dictionaries with parameters m = [3, 8, 8] and p = [3, 16, 16].
In the training stage, we perform sparse coding using FISTA
[46] (to reduce training time) with regularization parameter
λ = 0.1 for all algorithms. To perform denoising, we use OMP
with s = dp/20e. To evaluate the denoising performances of
the methods, we use the resulting peak signal to noise ratio
(PSNR) of the reconstructed images [47]. Table I demonstrates
the image denoising results.
LSR-DL versus Unstructured DL: We observe that
STARK outperforms K-SVD in every case when the noise
level is high and in most cases when the noise level is low.
Moreover, TeFDiL outperforms K-SVD in both low-noise and
high-noise regimes for all four images while having consider-
ably fewer parameters (one to three orders of magnitude).
LSR-DL versus KS-DL: We compare our results with
KS-DL algorithms SeDiL [10] and BCD [31]. Our LSR-
DL methods outperform SeDiL and while BCD has a good
performance for σ = 10, its denoising performance suffers
when noise level increases.11
Table II demonstrates the image denoising performance
of TeFDiL for Mushroom based on the separation rank of
TeFDiL. When the noise level is low, performance improves
with increasing the separation rank. However, for higher noise
level σ = 50, increasing the number of parameters has an
inverse effect on the generalization performance.
Comparison of LSR-DL Algorithms: We compare LSR-
DL algorithms BCD, STARK and TeFDiL. As for the merits
of our LSR-DL algorithms over BCD, our experiments show
that both TeFDiL and STARK outperform BCD in both noise
11Note that SeDiL results may be improved by careful parameter tuning.
regimes. In addition, while TeFDiL and STARK can be easily
and efficiently used for higher separation rank dictionaries,
when the separation rank is higher, BCD with higher rank
does not perform well. While STARK has a better performance
than TeFDiL for some tasks, it has the disadvantage that it
does not output the subdictionaries and does not allow for
direct tuning of the separation rank. Ultimately, the choice
between these two algorithms will be application dependent.
The flexibility in tuning the number of KS terms in the
dictionary in TeFDiL (and indirectly in STARK, through
parameter λ1) allows selection of the number of parameters
in accordance with the size and quality of the training data.
When the training set is small and noisy, smaller separation
rank (perhaps 1) results in a better performance. For training
sets of larger size and better quality, increasing the separation
rank allows for higher capacity to learn more complicated
structures, resulting in a better performance.
OSubDil versus Online (Unstructured) DL: Figure 2b
shows the PSNR for reconstructing House using OSubDil and
Online DL in [5] based on the number of observed samples.
We observe that in the presence of high level of noise, our
structured algorithm is able to outperform its unstructured
counterpart with considerably less parameters.
VII. CONCLUSION
We studied the low separation rank model (LSR-DL) to
learn structured dictionaries for tensor data. This model
bridges the gap between unstructured and separable dictionary
learning (DL) models. For the intractable rank-constrained
and the tractable factorization-based LSR-DL formulations, we
show that given Ω
(
r(
∑
nmnpn)p
2ρ−2
)
data samples, the true
dictionary can be locally recovered up to distance ρ. This is a
reduction compared to the Ω(mp3ρ−2) sample complexity of
standard DL in [29]. However, a minimax lower bound scaling
of Ω(p
∑
nmnpnρ
−2) in [14] for KS-DL (r = 1) has an O(p)
gap with our upper bound. One future direction is to close
this gap. Furthermore, we show in the regularization-based
formulation that Ω(mp3ρ−2) samples are sufficient for local
identifiability of the true Kronecker-structured (KS) dictionary
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up to distance ρ. Improving this result and providing sample
complexity results for when the true dictionary is LSR (and
not just KS) is also another interesting future work.
Finally, we presented two LSR-DL algorithms and showed
that they have better generalization performance for image
denoising in comparison to unstructured DL algorithm K-SVD
[4] and existing KS-DL algorithms SeDiL [10] and BCD [31].
We also present OSubDil that to the best our knowledge is the
first online algorithm that results in LSR or KS dictionaries.
We show that OSubDil results in a faster reduction in the
reconstruction error in terms of number of observed samples
compared to the state-of-the-art online DL algorithm [5] when
the noise level in data is high.
APPENDIX A
THE REARRANGEMENT PROCEDURE
To illustrate the procedure that rearranges a KS matrix into
a rank-1 tensor, let us first consider A = A1 ⊗ A2. The
elements of A can be rearranged to form Api = d2 ◦ d1,
where di = vec(Ai) for i = 1, 2 [9]. Figure 3 depicts this
rearrangement for A. Similarly, for A = A1 ⊗A2 ⊗A3, we
can write Dpi = d3 ◦ d2 ◦ d1, where each frontal slice12 of
the tensor Dpi is a scaled copy of d3 ◦d2. The rearrangement
of A into Api is performed via a permutation matrix Π such
that vec(Api) = Π vec(A). Given index l of vec(A) and the
corresponding mapped index l′ of vec(Api), our strategy for
finding the permutation matrix is to define l′ as a function
of l. To this end, we first find the corresponding row and
column indices (i, j) of matrix A from the lth element of
vec(A). Then, we find the index of the element of interest
on the N th order rearranged tensor Api , and finally, we find
its location l′ on vec(Api). Note that the permutation matrix
needs to be computed only once in an offline manner, as it is
only a function of the dimensions of the factor matrices and
not the values of elements of A.
We now describe the rearrangement procedure in detail,
starting with the more accessible case of KS matrices that are
Kronecker product of N = 3 factor matrices and then extend-
ing it to the general case. Throughout this section, we define
an n-th order “tile” to be a scaled copy of AN−n+1⊗· · ·⊗AN
for N > 0. A zeroth order tile is just an element of a matrix.
Moreover, we generalize the concept of slices of a 3rd-order
tensor to “hyper-slices”: an n-th order hyper-slice is a scaled
copy of dN ◦ dN−1 ◦ · · · ◦ dN−n+1
A. Kronecker Product of 3 Matrices
In the case of 3rd-order tensors, we take the following steps:
i) Find index (i, j) in A that corresponds to the l-th element
of vec(A).
ii) Find the corresponding index (r, c, s) on the third order
tensor Api .
iii) Find the corresponding index l′ on vec(Api).
iv) Set Π(l′, l) = 1.
12A slice of a 3-dimensional tensor is a 2-dimensional section defined by
fixing all but two of its indices. For example, a frontal slice is defined by
fixing the third index.
Fig. 3: Rearranging a Kronecker structured matrix (N = 2)
into a rank-1 matrix.
Let A = A1⊗A2⊗A3, with A ∈ Rm×p and Ai ∈ Rmi×pi
for i ∈ {1, 2, 3}. For the first operation, we have
(i, j) =
(⌈
l
m
⌉
, l −
⌊
l − 1
m
⌋
m
)
. (28)
We can see from Figure 4 that the rearrangement procedure
works in the following way. For each element indexed by (i, j)
on matrix A, find the 2nd-order tile to which it belongs. Let
us index this 2nd-order tile by T2. Then, find the 1st-order
tile (within the 2nd-order tile indexed T2) on which it lies
and index this tile by T1. Finally, index the location of the
element (zeroth-order tile) within this first-order tile by T0.
After rearrangement, the location of this element on the rank-
1 tensor is (T0, T1, T2).
In order to find (T0, T1, T2) that corresponds to (i, j), we
first find T2, then T1, and then T0. To find T2, we need to find
the index of the 2nd-order tile on which the element indexed
by (i, j) lies:
T2 =
⌊
j − 1
p2p3
⌋
︸ ︷︷ ︸
S2j
m1 +
⌊
i− 1
m2m3
⌋
︸ ︷︷ ︸
S2i
+1, (29)
where S2j and S
2
i are the number of the 2nd-order tiles on
the left and above the tile to which the element belongs,
respectively. Now, we find the position of the element in this
2nd-order tile:
i2 = i− S2im2m3 = i−
⌊
i− 1
m2m3
⌋
m2m3,
j2 = j − S2j p2p3 = j −
⌊
j − 1
p2p3
⌋
p2p3. (30)
For the column index, T1, we have
T1 =
⌊
j2 − 1
p3
⌋
︸ ︷︷ ︸
S1j
m2 +
⌊
i2 − 1
m3
⌋
︸ ︷︷ ︸
S1i
+1. (31)
The location of the element on the 1st-order tile is
i1 = i2 − S1im3 = i2 −
⌊
i2 − 1
m3
⌋
m3,
j1 = j2 − S1j p3 = j2 −
⌊
j2 − 1
p3
⌋
p3. (32)
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Therefore, T0 can be expressed as
T0 = (j1 − 1)m3 + i1. (33)
Finally, in the last step we find the corresponding index on
vec(Api) using the following rule.
l′ =(T2 − 1)m2m3p2p3 + (T1 − 1)m3p3 + T0. (34)
B. The General Case
We now extend our results to N -th order tensors. Vec-
torization and its adjoint operation are easy to compute for
tensors of any order. We focus on rearranging elements of
A = A1 ⊗A2 ⊗ · · · ⊗AN to form the N -way rank-1 tensor
Api , where An ∈ Rmn×pn for n ∈ [N ], A ∈ Rm×p, and
Api ∈ RmNpN×mN−1pN−1×···×m1p1 .
We first formally state the rearrangement and then we
explain it. Similar to the case of N = 3 explained earlier,
for each element of the KS matrix A indexed by (i, j), we
first find the (N − 1)th-order tile to which it belongs, then
the (N − 2)th-order tile, and so on. Let TN−1, TN−2, · · · , T0
denote the indices of these tiles, respectively. Then, after
rearrangement, the element indexed (i, j) on KS matrix A
becomes the element indexed T0, · · · , TN−1 on the rearrange-
ment tensor Api .
Now, let us find the indices of the tiles of KS matrix A to
which the element (i, j) belongs. In the following, we denote
by (in, jn) the index of this element within its nth-order tile.
Note that since A is an N th-order tile itself, we can use
(iN , jN ) instead of (i, j) to refer to the index of the element
on A for consistency of notation. For the (iN , jN )-th element
of A we have
TN−1 =
⌊
jN − 1
ΠNt=2 pt
⌋
︸ ︷︷ ︸
SNj
m1 +
⌊
iN − 1
ΠNt=2 mt
⌋
︸ ︷︷ ︸
SNi
+1,
iN−1 = iN − SNi ΠNt=2 mt.
jN−1 = jN − SNj ΠNt=2 pt,
where TN−1 is the index of the (N − 1)-th order tile and
(iN−1, jN−1) is the location of the given element within this
tile. Similarly, we have
TN−n =
⌊
jN−n+1 − 1
ΠNt=n+1 pt
⌋
︸ ︷︷ ︸
SN−n+1j
mn +
⌊
iN−n+1 − 1
ΠNt=n+1 mt
⌋
︸ ︷︷ ︸
SN−n+1i
+1,
iN−n = iN−n+1 − Sni ΠNt=n+1 mt,
jN−n = jN−n+1 − Snj ΠNt=n+1 pt,
for N > n > 1. Finally, we have
T0 = (j1 − 1)mN + i1.
It is now easy to see that the (iN , jN )-th element of A is the
(T0, T1, · · · , TN−1)-th element of Api .
Intuitively, notice that N -th order KS matrix A is a tiling
of m1×p1 KS tiles of order N−1. In rearranging A into Api ,
the elements of each of these (N−1)-th order tiles construct a
(N−1)-th order “hyper-slice”. On matrix A, these tiles consist
Fig. 4: Example of rearranging a Kronecker structured matrix
(N = 3) into a third order rank-1 tensor.
of m2×p2 tiles, each of which is a (N−2)th-order KS matrix,
whose elements are rearranged to a (N − 2)-th hyper-slice of
Api , and so on. Hence, the idea is to use the correspondence
between the nth-order tiles and nth-order hyper-slices: finding
the index of the n-th order tile of A on which (i, j) lies is
equivalent to finding the index of the nth-order hyper-slice
of Api to which it is translated. Note that each entry of a
tensor in indexed by an N -tuple and the index of an entry
of a tensor on its nth hyper-slice is in fact its nth element
in the index tuple of this entry. Therefore, we first find the
(N−1)-th order KS tile of A on which the (i, j) element lies
(equivalent to finding the (N−1)th-order hyper-slice to which
(i, j) is translated), and then find the location (iN−1, jN−1)
of this element on this tile. Next, the (N −2)-th order KS tile
in which (iN−1, jN−1) lies is found as well as the location
(iN−2, jN−2) of the element within this tile, and so on.
APPENDIX B
PROOFS OF LEMMAS
Proof of Lemma 2. Proposition 4.1 in De Silva and Lim [43]
shows that the space of tensors of order N ≥ 3 and rank
r ≥ 2 is not closed. The fact that the rearrangement process
preserves topological properties of sets means that the same
result holds for the set LN,rm,p with N ≥ 3 and rank r ≥ 2.
The proof for closedness of LN,1m,p and L2,rm,p follows from
Propositions 4.2 and 4.3 in De Silva and Lim [43], which
can be adopted here due to the relation between the sets of
low-rank tensors and LSR matrices.
Proof of Lemma 3. The rearrangement process allows us to
borrow the results in Proposition 4.8 in De Silva and Lim
[43] for tensors and apply them to LSR matrices.
Proof of Lemma 6. Define Mrm×p = {D ∈ U| rank(D) ≤
r} and L̂2,rm,p = L2,rm,p ∩ U . Since the rearrangement operator
is an isometry w.r.t. the Euclidean distance, the image of an -
net of L̂2,rm,p w.r.t. the Frobenius norm under this rearrangement
operator is an -net of Mrm′×p′ (m′ = m2p2 and p′ = m1p1)
w.r.t the Frobenius norm. Thus,
NF (L̂2,rm,p, ) = NF (Mrm′×p′ , ).
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Also, from NF (Mrm′×p′ , ) ≤ (9/)r(m
′+p′+1) [48] we have
that
NF (L̂2,rm,p, ) ≤ (9/)r(m1p1+m2p2+1). (35)
On the other hand, for the oblique manifold we have Dm×p ⊂
pU and therefore, K2,rm,p ⊂ pL̂2,rm,p. Hence,
N2,∞(K2,rm,p) ≤ N2,∞(pL̂2,rm,p, ).
Also, since ‖M‖2,∞ ≤ ‖M‖F for any M, it follows that an
-covering of any given set w.r.t. the Frobenius norm is also
an -covering of that set w.r.t. the max-column-norm. Thus
N2,∞(K2,rm,p) ≤ N2,∞(pL̂2,rm,p, ) ≤ NF (pL̂2,rm,p, ).
Moreover, it follows from the fact NF (pL̂2,rm,p, ) =
NF (L̂2,rm,p, /p) that
N2,∞(K2,rm,p, ) ≤ NF (L̂2,rm,p, /p). (36)
Thus, from (35) and (36) we see that
N2,∞(K2,rm,p, ) ≤ (9p/)r(m1p1+m2p2+1),
which concludes the proof.
Proof of Lemma 7. Each element D ∈ cKN,rm,p can be written
as a summation of at most r KS matrices
⊗
Dkn such that∥∥⊗Dkn∥∥F ≤ c. This implies that cKN,rm,p is a subset of the
Minkowski sum (vector sum) of r copies of cKN,1m,p, the set of
KS matrices within the Euclidean ball of radius c. It is easy
to show that the Minkowski sum of the -coverings of r sets
is an r-covering of the Minkowski sum of those sets in any
norm. Therefore, we have
N2,∞(cKN,rm,p, ) ≤
(N2,∞(cKN,1m,p, /r))r . (37)
Moreover, we have cKN,1m,p ⊂ cKNm,p. We also know from
equation (16) that N (KNm,p, ) ≤ (3/)
∑N
i=1mipi . Thus,
N2,∞(cKN,rm,p, ) ≤
(N2,∞(cKNm,p, /r))r
≤ (3rc/)r
∑N
i=1mipi . (38)
Proof of Lemma 8. According to Lemma 2 in Shakeri et
al. [15], for any {An} and {Bn} we have⊗N
n=1
An −
⊗N
n=1
Bn
=
∑N
n=1
Γ1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ (An −Bn)⊗ · · · ⊗ ΓN , (39)
where Γn = An or Γn = Bn depending on n. Let kn ,
‖Akn −Bkn‖F . Using equality (39), we have∥∥∑r
k=1
⊗
Akn −
∑r
k=1
⊗
Bkn
∥∥
F
=
∥∥ r∑
k=1
N∑
n=1
Γk1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ (Akn −Bkn)⊗ · · · ⊗ ΓkN
∥∥
F
≤
r∑
k=1
N∑
n=1
∥∥Γk1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ (Akn −Bkn)⊗ · · · ⊗ ΓkN∥∥F
= αN−1
r∑
k=1
N∑
n=1
kn
(a)
≤ αN−1
√
Nr, (40)
where the inequality (a) follows from ‖(kn)‖1 ≤√
Nr ‖(kn)‖2 ≤
√
Nr.
APPENDIX C
DISCUSSION ON CONVERGENCE OF THE ALGORITHMS
The batch algorithms proposed in Section V are essentially
variants of alternating minimization (AM). Establishing the
convergence of AM-type algorithms in general is challenging
and only known for limited cases. Here, we first present a well-
known convergence result for AM-type algorithms in Lemma
9 and discuss why our algorithms STARK and TeFDiL do
not satisfy the requirements of this lemma. Then, we show
a possible approach for proving convergence of STARK. We
do not discuss convergence analysis of OSubDil here since
it does not fall in the batch AM framework that we discuss
here. We leave formal convergence results of our algorithms
as open problems for future work.
First, let us state the following standard convergence result
for alternating minimization-type algorithms.
Lemma 9 (Proposition 2.7.1, [49]). Consider the problem
min
x=(x1,...,xM )∈E=E1×E2×···×EM
f(x)
where Ei are closed convex subsets of the Euclidean space.
Assume that f(·) is a continuous differentiable over the set E .
Suppose for each i and all x ∈ E , the minimum
min
ξ∈Ei
f(x1, · · · ,xi−1, ξ,xi+1, · · · ,xM )
is uniquely attained. Then every limit point of the sequence
{x(t)} generated by block coordinate descent method is a
stationary point of f(·).
The result of Lemma 9 cannot be used for TeFDiL since
its dictionary update stage does not have a unique minimizer
(nonconvex minimization problem with multiple global min-
ima)). Moreover, as discussed in Section V-B, TeFDiL only
returns an inexact solution.
Similarly, this result cannot be used to show convergence
of STARK to a stationary point of Problem (8) due to the fact
that the constraint set Dm×p is not convex. However, we show
next that dropping the unit column-norm constraint allows us
to provide certain convergence guarantees. The unit column-
norm constraint is essential in standard DL algorithms since
in its absence, the `1 norm regularization term encourages
undesirable solutions where ‖X‖F is very small while ‖D‖F
is very large. However, in the regularization-based LSR-DL
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problem, the additional regularization term ‖Dpi‖str ensures
this does not happen. Therefore, dropping the unit column-
norm constraint is sensible in this problem.
Let us discuss what guarantees we are able to obtain after
relaxing the constraint set Dm×p. Consider the minimization
problem
min
D∈Rm×p,X∈Rp×L
‖Y −DX‖2F + λ1 ‖Dpi‖str + λ‖X‖1,1.
(41)
We show that under the following assumptions, STARK con-
verges to a stationary point of Problem (41) (when the nor-
malization step is not enforced). Then we discuss how this
problem is related to Problem (8).
Assumption 4. Consider the sequence
(
D(t),X(t)
)
gener-
ated by STARK. We assume that for all t ≥ 0:
I) Classical optimality conditions for the lasso problem (see
Tibshirani [50]) are satisfied.
II) X(t) is full row-rank at all t.
Proposition 1 establishes the convergence of STARK (with-
out normalization).
Proposition 1. Under Assumption 4, STARK converges to a
stationary point of problem (41).
Proof. We invoke Lemma 9 to show the convergence of
STARK. To use this lemma, the minimization problem
w.r.t. each block needs to correspond to a closed convex
constraint set and also needs to have a unique minimizer.
In the sparse coding stage, given Assumption 4-I, the
minimizer of the lasso problem is unique. In the dictionary
update stage of STARK, the objective of problem (41) is
strongly convex w.r.t. D under Assumption 4-II and thus has a
unique minimizer. Moreover, the constraint set Rp×L is closed
and convex. To utilize Lemma 9, it remains to show that this
minimum is actually attained by ADMM. To this end, we
restate Problem (20) as
min
Dpi,W˜
f1(D
pi) + f2(W˜)
s.t. W˜ = HDpi, (42)
where f1(Dpi) = 12 ‖Y −DX‖2F (DX is a linear function
of Dpi) and f2(W˜) = λ1
∑N
n=1
∥∥(Wn)(n)∥∥∗. It is clear
that HH∗ is convertible. Therefore, according to Lemma 10
stated below, the ADMM algorithm converges to the unique
minimizer of Problem (20).
Lemma 10 (Chapter 3, Proposition 4.2, [51]). Consider the
problem
min
x∈C1,z∈C2
f1(x) + f2(z)
s.t. z = A(x) (43)
Then, if AA∗ is invertible or if C1 is bounded, the sequence
generated by the ADMM algorithm applied to the Augmented
Lagrangian function converges to an optimum of (43).
This concludes the proof.
So far we discussed convergence of STARK to Problem
(41) while our identifiability results are for problem (8).
There is, however, a strong connection between minimiza-
tion Problems (8) and (41): for each local minimum D̂ of
problem (8), there exists an X̂ such that (D̂, X̂) is a local
minimum of (41). Define `regY (D,X) =
1
L ‖Y −DX‖2F +
λ1 ‖Dpi‖str + λL‖X‖1,1. Consider any D̂ that is a local
minimum of (8) and let X̂ = argminX∈Rp×L `
reg
Y (D̂,X). We
have `regY (D̂, X̂) = F
reg
Y (D̂). Since D̂ is a local minimizer of
F regY (D), F
reg
Y (D̂) ≤ F regY (D) for any D in the local neigh-
borhood of D̂. Also by definition, F regY (D) ≤ `regY (D,X) for
any X. Thus, `regY (D̂, X̂) ≤ `regY (D,X) for any (D,X) in the
local neighborhood of (D̂, X̂), meaning that (D̂, X̂) is a local
minimizer of (41). Since we showed in Section IV that a local
minimum D∗ of (8) is close to the true dictionary D0, we
can say there is a local minimum (D∗,X∗) of (41) close to
D0. So our recovery result for (8) can apply to our proposed
algorithm for solving (41) as well.
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